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Abstract: The latest development trend in rolling industry is the combination of various technological
operations in continuous production lines. In the production of long products, the combination
of rolling and drawing processes looks promising. A wire drawing mill developed by the team
of authors of this work belongs to the conceptually new, integrated lines. The creation of new
integrated rolling mills requires a research phase, where relevant concepts are scrutinized using
the methods of mathematical modeling. This requires the development of digital (Digital Twin)
models that reliably describe the technological processes. It seems efficient to create a Digital Twin
for individual units, with their subsequent integration into a complex digital model. This approach
was applied in the development of models of electrical systems for the new line. Such models should
take into account a wide range of real-life physical relationships. At the same time, a three-high
continuous train of stands with an idle inter-stand is the least studied technological unit of the new
mill. The absence of an electric drive of the middle stand determines the particulars of deformation
processes and the stands’ interconnections through the processed metal. To date, a comprehensive
study of such objects has not been carried out. Therefore, the task of studying this technological
unit is of immediate interest. The presented publication is devoted to the development of digital
models of deformation zones of drive stands and idle stands, as well as of their relationship through
the processed metal. The task is solved using the example of an operating pilot production line that
implements rolling technology with an idle stand. The authors describe individual Digital Twins
and present the structure of the complex model of the studied unit. The most important purpose of
the model is to use it in the development of a control method for electric drives of stands to ensure
the stability of the rolling process. The developed method should provide a reduction in energy
consumption due to the use of friction force reserves present in the idle stand. The authors also
substantiate the control principle based on continuous monitoring and alignment of critical angles in
the deformation zones of the drive stands. The paper describes a structure of the control system and
explains the technical implementation of this principle. The results of mathematical modeling and
oscillograms of typical transient processes are presented. The advantages provided by implementing
the proposed control method are shown. The work provides an indirect confirmation of the adequacy
of the model to the physical object. Recommendations are given on the use of the developed Digital
Twin in the study of rolling processes on sheet and sectional mills.

Keywords: metallurgical industry; integrated rolling–drawing mill; rolling block; idle stand; digital
twin; electric drive; control

1. Introduction

The creation of Digital Twins of technological processes and equipment for pressure-
based metal treatment (metalworking processes) is a prerequisite for the implementation of
the development of rolling production in digital dimension. The scientific publication [1]
provides a simple and at the same time concise definition of the Digital Twin (DT) concept
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as “a virtual replica of a physical asset that can track the state thereof”. It is noted that
“at present, this concept is gradually acquiring the features of a real technology that can
have a global impact on the market”. This definition is fully applicable to metalworking
processes, too.

Academic works [2–4] provide literature reviews that give insight into DT applica-
tions in industry and business. A significant number of publications is devoted to the
development of DT in the metallurgical industry. For example, in [5–9], the authors con-
sidered DT development for the implementation of the concept of “digital” or intelligent
metallurgical enterprises.

It is obvious that the use of Digital Twins looks promising for the development
and improvement of rolling mills, which are the most complex units of metallurgical
production. Attention is paid to DT creation both for technological lines and for solving the
problems of industrial engineering. An illustrative example is the publication [10] on the
development of DTs for optimization of roll changes in a wire rod mill. Equally important
is the conceptual direction of using DT in the development of new technological units and
electromechanical systems for rolling mills. Digital modeling ensures minimization of costs
for the development of automated electric drives and process control systems for pressure-
based metal treatment. This helps to reduce the launch time for technological lines and
decreases the likelihood of emergencies during their commissioning. The developments
discussed in the article are an example of the implementation of this conceptual approach.

Monographs [11–13] are devoted to developing models and designing the technologi-
cal lines of rolling mills. In [14,15], the authors carried out dynamic modeling and analysis
of rolling parameters on a hot rolling tandem mill. Publications [16–18] are devoted to the
modeling of processes in cold rolling mills, taking into account the connection of stands
through the processed metal. The article in [19] provides an overview of the processes for
individual production of rolled products, as well as modeling methods that provide for de-
signing or optimization of these processes. The article in [20] presents a developed system
for modeling the rolling of rectangular, round or square workpieces in various symmetric
or asymmetric shapes during continuous, reversed or combined rolling. Therefore, it can
be conventionally accepted as universal.

The disadvantage of the reviewed publications lies in the lack of information about the
development or improvement of electrical profiles (automated electric drives and control
systems) of the rolling units under study. Such profiles play a key role in supporting the
rolling technology, product quality and optimization of energy requirement for production.
This article is intended to fill this gap. Improvement of electrical profiles is carried out
for a fundamentally new rolling–drawing unit with a block containing a non-driven
rolling stand.

Considerable attention in the literature is paid to the creation of models and digital
modeling of processes in the deformation zone [21–24]. One of the first publications in this
direction, devoted to the development of grid models, is found in [25]. There, the authors
developed a numerical model describing the flow of metal, heat transfer and the evolution
of the microstructure during the hot deformation process. They provided a program of
generalized plane deformation, adapted to modeling the strip rolling process.

The disadvantage of these, as well as other publications, is the lack of studies of
wire-rolling processes in the deformation zones. The main focus is on the processes of
deformation of a flat sheet or workpieces (rectangular-shaped, square-shaped, etc.). There
is insufficient research on forming of a round workpiece in the production of wire. With
that, the wire deformation in the deformation zones of the non-driven rolling stands has
not been studied at all. This information gap is filled with the submitted work. The authors
developed digital models to study the wire-rolling deformation processes in drive and
idle stands. Based on the research results, a comparative analysis of these processes is
given. This provides means for calculation of the energy parameters for wire-rolling in
the designed unit with idle inter-stand. The ultimate goal of this research is the technical
implementation of automated electric drives of the designed rolling–drawing unit.
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General directions for the development of Digital Twins of section mills, which include
wire mills, are justified in the publication [26] by Primetals Technologies (a joint venture
of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) and partners). The company is developing new
technological programs and packages to improve product quality, production flexibility,
mill efficiency and productivity. It is argued that the development of “digitalization” of
plants has led to a revolution in sectioned rolling production.

Clearly, the use of digital models is most effective in the development of promising
technologies for metalworking and new technological lines. A promising direction in the
development of wire production is the creation of units that ensure the combination of
continuous rolling and drawing processes. Resulting technology combines the advantages
of rolling mills (low deformation costs) and drawing mills (high accuracy of the geometry
of the produced wire).

According to experts, the use of the integrated rolling and drawing technology pro-
vides the following advantages [27,28].

1. Higher productivity due to:

• increasing the speed of rolling–drawing up to 30–45 m/s (conventional straight-
through drawing mills run at 10–13 m/s); and

• increasing the operating efficiency (efficiency of the production process) from 0.5
to 0.9–0.95 by reducing the wire breakage and shortening the time for auxiliary
operations (feeding the mill, replacing the coils of the winding machines, etc.).

2. Reduction of energy consumption for wire production by 30–40%, mainly due to the
use of the reserve of frictional forces during rolling and reduction of friction losses
during drawing.

3. Improving the product quality by combining the advantages of rolling (uniform draft-
ing, etc.) and drawing: high-quality lengthwise surface and sectional “geometry”.

4. Expansion of the assortment and increasing the flexibility of production due to the use
of a rolling section, which provides the option of quick readjustment to the required
drafting and, accordingly, to a new thickness of the rolling stock.

5. An option for producing wire from difficult-to-form steel grades by installing two or
more rolling sections in the technological line.

Analyzing these factors, it can be argued that the integration of processes provides
a synergistic effect via utilization of hidden potential of individual technological opera-
tions. Theoretical research and the creation of experimental integrated rolling–drawing
units were intensively carried out over 1990–2010. The greatest success in this direction
was achieved by the academic schools of the Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (Dnipropetrovsk) under the guidance of Professor
S.M. Zhuchkov [29–32] and the Siberian State Technical University (Novokuznetsk, Rus-
sia) [33–35] under the guidance of Professor A.R. Fastykovsky. According to Professor
A.R. Fastykovsky, “the integration implies, in addition to the main functions, the imple-
mentation of additional functions through the use of hidden potential”. For example,
due to better use of friction forces in the deformation zone, the integrated methods for
metalworking process perform additional operations, such as deformation in the idle stand,
longitudinal separation with a non-powered splitting tool and matrix-based deformation,
ensuring the operation of the “deformation zone–roll fittings” system.

However, the solutions of the specialists of the said academic schools refer to techno-
logical lines for the production of bar reinforcement and to the study of extrolling process.
Therefore, they cannot be directly applied to creation of rolling–drawing lines.

Despite the fact that replacing wire drawing with wire rolling provides the above
advantages, this technology has not gained widespread acceptance. This is due to the
complexity of the rolling mill equipment and high capital and operating costs. However,
by using idle stands as part of a continuous mill, it is possible to significantly simplify the
composition of the equipment used and reduce costs. The energy required for deformation
of the metal in such a stand is supplied by back pressure (negative tension) of the processed
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metal from the side of the previous stand and tension from the side of the next one. Such
a solution ensures the use of friction force reserves in the deformation zones of the drive
stands, reduces the capital costs for the mill construction and increases the efficiency of the
rolling process by 10–15% [28,36].

A promising development is an integrated rolling–drawing unit that has passed
industrial tests at the Beloretsk Metallurgical Plant (Beloretsk, Russia). The technology
for wire manufacturing [37], as discussed in [38,39], has passed the pre-developed stage.
The line contains a three-stand rolling section (rolling train) with a distinctive feature—
absence of electric drive in the second stand. Below is information on the development of
digital models and the results of the study of dynamic processes during rolling in this block.

2. Problem Formulation

Continuous rolling is a complex process of deformation zones interacting through
metal. Therefore, Digital Twins for metalworking processes should be developed taking
into account a set of internal and external factors. The fundamental difference of this
approach lies in the fact that deformation in pressure-based metal treatment is considered
taking into account the forming factors in the focal area and external impact of, primarily,
tension. Rolling stands, automated electric drives, pressure devices (if any) and other
devices are separate systems with natural cross-link connections. The main one is the force
connection through the metal. The physical essence of the force connection is the tension
or back pressure of the feed (intermediate product) in the inter-stand space.

The method for implementing this approach provides for the creation of independent
DTs describing the impact of individual factors, with their subsequent integration into a
complex digital model with due consideration for the diversity of DT connections. Below,
we consider digital models developed for the rolling block of the wire mill being created,
taking into account the colligation of the electromechanical complexes of the technological
line through the metal.

2.1. Description of the Research Object

Figure 1 shows a diagram of the technological line of the studied unit [37]. It consists of
a rolling section, which includes two drive stands, an idle inter-stand and a drawing section,
conventionally shown in the form of two dies and two elongating reels. The drawing section
is essentially a continuous, straight-through drawing mill with adjustable back tension.
The mill is also equipped with a decoiler and a coiler.
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A research prototype of the unit is built on the basis of a 3 × 2/160 wire flattening
precision mill and a UDZWGT 40/21 drawing mill (Germany). The wire flattening mill
was reconstructed in an industrial environment; its stands were used to create a three-stand
rolling section, which is a mechatronic system. The arrangement of the system’s equipment
and the kinematic diagram are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Equipment arrangement (a) and kinematic diagram (b) of a continuous three-stand rolling section (block): 1 and 4,
drive stands; 3, idle stand; 6 and 7, electric motors; 2, 5, and 8, velocity generators.

Analysis of the physical processes occurring in the system provides for its separation
into the following parts: electromechanical converters (electric motors and power section
of frequency converters), stands (including gearboxes), deformation zones and inter-stand
spaces. In this case, electromechanical converters and stands are different technological
units, with easily identifiable physical boundaries. The boundaries between deformation
zones and inter-stand spaces are established on the inner surfaces (sections) of the zone
where all surface points have velocities equal to the metal’s entry or exit speeds from the
stand. This division is convenient for developing a mathematical description.

The structure of the created model should have entry actions in the form of control
voltages at the input of the frequency converters, one output coordinate (the wire speed
at the exit from the last stand) and two disturbance effects (the rear tension in the first
deformation zone and the front tension in the last deformation zone). Models of logically
related parts must have entry and exit coordinates that are consistent with each other in
terms of quantity and time.

2.2. Structure of the Digital Model of the Rolling–Drawing Mill

An enlarged block diagram of the unit model is shown in Figure 3. The mathematical
interpretation of the functional blocks is similar to the corresponding units of the continu-
ous rolling and straight-through drawing mills considered in [27,40]. Exceptions are the
mathematical models of the deformation zone of the idle stand and the inter-stand space
before it [41].

To implement models presented in the form of complex multi-connected structures,
the most effective option is to use of the Simulink graphical programming environment,
which is part of the Matlab software suite. This software is widely used in modeling the
automated electric drives and control systems for rolling mills. Such models were used
by the authors of [42–45] and many other researchers. This suite is a convenient tool for
implementing the developed model.
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2.3. List of Active Tasks

The presence of the idle stand is the key difference of the continuous train of the unit
under study. Essentially, in this stand, the rolling process is replaced by drawing and
pressing processes. Accordingly, the occurring deformation of the metal has particular
features that must be taken into account when constructing a model of the deformation
zone. The development of the deformation zone model taking into account these features
is the first active task.

The forming process in the idle stand differs somewhat, as rolling is ensured only
by the forces of tension and back pressure created by the electric drives of the next and
previous stands. As a result, there are certain particulars in the relationship between the
drive stands and the idle stand. Therefore, rolling-block models should be designed with
this difference in mind. This is the second task covered in this publication.

The absence of an electric drive for the second stand renders impossible the direct use
of the known control systems for electric drives of continuous train of rolling mill stands.
A particular feature of rolling in the studied section is the opportunity to use the reserve of
friction forces to improve energy conditions and optimize the power parameters of rolling.
This would provide an answer to the third task: developing control systems for electric
actuators of the drive stands of the block, taking into account this technological feature.
The solution to the tasks is considered below.
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3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Assumptions Made in the Development of Digital Models of a Continuous Rolling Mill

For any technological unit, the complex of digital models is a set of mathematical
relationships that describe its behavior in dynamic modes. These relationships link input
and output variables, process parameters and time. The input variables are control and
disturbance actions. The output variables are controlled and uncontrolled coordinates.

When developing the digital models, the following assumptions were made.

1. In the intervals between the deformation zones, the unwinding and winding sections:

• The weight of the wire is insignificant and has no impact on its deformation.
• The physical and mechanical properties of the material are uniform.
• The workpiece and wire have a constant area and cross-sectional shape.
• The forces in the workpiece and the processed wire outside the deformation

zones do not exceed the yield point of the material, i.e., the deformation is
extremely elastic.

• Elastic deformation is uniformly distributed over the entire section of the work-
piece, and the wave processes associated with the distribution of deformation
along the length are negligible and neglected.

2. In the deformation zones:

• Mill rolls and stands are considered as absolutely rigid mechanical systems.
• The roughness of the tool surface is uniform throughout the deformation zone.
• The properties of the technological lubricant, and, consequently, the friction

coefficient, are constant within the deformation zone.
• The boundaries of the deformation zone are determined by the “rigid ends”

theory and coincide with the inlet and outlet sections of the milled metal.

3. In the mechanical units of the mill:

• The elastic properties of the connecting shafts and gearboxes do not affect the
operating modes of electric motors and the process of forming tension (back
pressure) in rhe workpiece.

• There is neither roll slipping nor wire slipping along the drum of the drawing
block.

3.2. Digital Model of the Deformation Zone of the Drive Stand

The mathematical model of the deformation zone was developed on the basis of the
energy conservation law (its simplified formula for the rolling process was substantiated
by Prof. Vydrin V.N.) [46]:

Nvi ∓ NQi ± NTi = N fi
+ Nmi (1)

where Nв is the power provided to the deformation zone from the side of the electric drive;
NQ is the power provided to the deformation zone by back pressure Q (“−” sign) or by
tensile force (“+” sign) through the rear end of the feed; NT is the power provided to the
deformation zone by tensile force T (“+” sign) or by back pressure (“−” sign) through the
front end of the feed; Nf is the power spent for metal forming; Nm is the power of slipping
friction forces on the “feed/rolls” contact surface; and i is the serial number of the stand
(1 or 2).

This expression does not take into account the power spent for the elastic deformation
of the feed, the power for creating additional deformations (shears) due to the shape of the
deformation zone or other types of powers (for changing the kinetic energy of the metal,
etc.), which account for less than 2–3% of the power balance [24].
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The powers provided by the front tension (or back pressure) and rear back pressure
(or tension) are determined by the dependencies

NT = T·Vout
n ; NQ = Q·Vin

n = Q·V
out
n
µ

(2)

where Vin
n and Vout

n are the feed speed at the entry and exit of the deformation zone;

µ = Sin
n

Sout
n

= Lout
n

Lin
n

is the draw-down during rolling; and Sin
n , Sout

n , Lin
n and Lout

n are, respectively,
the sections and lengths of the feed at the entry and exit of the deformation zone.

The power supplied to the deformation zone from the actuating unit is defined as the
product of elementary friction forces τ, the direction of which coincides with the trajectory
of movement of the points of the contact surface, by the peripheral speed of the rolls Vв,
summed over the surface S of metal contact with the rolls:

Nv =
x

S

τ(S)·Vr(S)·dS (3)

Considering the assumption of a rectilinear law of variation of the width b and the
yield point of the metal along the deformation zone

σ =
σin + σout

2
, b =

bin + bout

2
(4)

and the absence of elastic deformation of the rolls

Rr =
0〈α〈α0

const, Vv = const (5)

Expression (3) takes the form

Nr = Vr·Rr·b·
∫
α

τ·dα (6)

where Rr is the radius of the rolls of the stand and α is the current value of the angle in the
deformation zone (in the range from 0 to α0, see Figure 4).

The direction of the longitudinal friction force τ in the deformation zone changes.
According to the “rigid ends” theory proposed by I.M. Pavlov [47], the velocities Vin

n of
particles of the inlet section, as well as the velocities Vout

n of particles of the outlet section
of the deformation zone, are equal to each other. Here, the condition Vin

n < Vr < Vout
n

holds true.
Obviously, in this case, there are two areas in the deformation zone, as shown in

Figure 4. In the first, the backward slip zone, the speed of the metal is lower than the
circumferential speed of the rolls, so energy is transferred from the roll to the metal. In the
second, the forward slip zone, on the contrary, the speed of the metal is higher than the
circumferential speed of the rolls, so energy is transferred in the opposite direction, from
the metal to the rolls. There is a certain central angle, which defines a line on the surface
of the rolls where the speeds of the metal and the roll are equal. This angle, similar to the
indicated line, is usually called the “critical” angle. The given pattern is constructed for
the “classic” case of rolling, with front tension and back pressure arising from backward
slip of the metal. At the same time, the calculations presented below are valid for the case
of the reverse distribution of tensile (back pressure) forces. Differences between tension
and back pressure modes should be taken into account in the final model by introducing
appropriate signs in the relationships between blocks.
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In the backward and forward slip zones, the longitudinal friction forces τ′ and τ′′

have opposite direction; therefore, Expression (6) for two rolls should be rewritten as

Nr = 2·Vr·Rr·b·

 α∫
0

τ I ·dα− 2·
γ∫

0

τ I I ·dα

 (7)

provided that
τ = f ·σ, f =

0〈α〈α0
const (8)

Expression (7) takes the form

Nr = 2· f ·σ·Vr·Rr·b·(α0 − 2·γ) (9)

where α0 is the entering angle; σ is the deformation resistance; and f is the friction coeffi-
cient.

The power of the forming force can be obtained by differentiating the Fink’s depen-
dence [46]:

N f =
dA f

dt
=

d
dt
·(θ·σ· ln µ) = σ·dθvd

dt
(10)

where Af is the action for forming the roll; θ is the metal volume; and θvd is the volume
displaced in deformation.

In the interval ∆t, through the deformation zone passes a volume of metal equal to
the area of its critical surface Sγ

n (the surface inside the deformation zone where all points
have the velocity equal to the circumferential speed of the rolls) multiplied by the forward
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velocity of the particles of this surface, corresponding to the forward velocity of the rolls at
the critical section point Vγ

r :

∆θ = Sγ
n ·Vγ

r ·∆t = Sγ
n ·Vr· cos γ·∆t

The area under the given rectilinear law of width variation (Figure 5) is determined
by the dependence

Sγ
n = bγ·hγ =

[
bin +

bout − bin

α0/γ

]
·
[
hout + 2·Rr·(1− cos γ)

]
(11)
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The indicated volume, determined by the dimensions (Sin
n Vin

n ·∆t), enters the defor-
mation zone, undergoes there a final deformation lnµ and leaves with new dimensions
(Sout

n ; Vout
n ·∆t). Thus, the displaced volume in time ∆t will be determined as

∆θvd = ∆θ· ln µ = Sγ
n ·Vr· cos γ· ln µ·∆t, or, provided that ∆t→ 0 ,

dθvd = Sγ
n ·Vr· cos γ· ln µ·dt (12)

After substituting (12) into (10), an expression is obtained to determine the power of
the forming force during the rolling:

N f = σ·Sγ
n ·Vr· cos γ· ln µ (13)
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The power of the force Nm of slipping friction on the contact surface should also be
determined taking into account the backward and forward slip zones. In the general case,
for two rolls, the slipping friction value can be found from the expression:

Nm = 2·
x

S

τ(S)·∆ V(S)·dS

or, taking into account (4), (5) and (8),

Nm = 2· f ·σ·Rr·b·
∫
α

∆ V·dα (14)

The slipping speed of the metal relative to the rolls is determined by the dependences.

• For backward slip zone:

∆V(α) = Vr −Vα
n =

(
1− Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

)
·Vr (15)

• For forward slip zone:

∆V(α) = Vα
n −Vr =

(
Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

− 1
)
·Vr (16)

Sα
n and Vα

n are the contact surface area and translational speed of the rolls at the point
corresponding to the current value of the angle α.

Substituting (15) and (16) into (14), we obtain expressions for the powers of sliding
friction force.

• For backward slip zone:

N I
m = 2· f ·σ·Vr·Rr·b·

α0∫
γ

(
1− Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

)
·dα

• For forward slip zone:

N I I
m = 2· f ·σ·Vr·Rr·b·

γ∫
0

(
1− Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

)
·dα

• For full power of friction:

Nm = N I
m − N I I

m = 2· f ·σ·Vr·Rr·b×

 α0∫
γ

(
1− Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

)
·dα−

γ∫
0

(
1− Sγ

n · cos γ

Sα
n· cos α

)
·dα

 (17)

Provided that the angular velocity of the rolls is constant throughout the entire defor-
mation zone, taking into account the ratio of torque and power, M = N/ω, Expressions
(1), (2), (13) and (17) for the ith stand can be represented as

Mri = MQi −MTi + M fi
+ Mmi (18)

MTi =
Ti·Vout

ni

ωri

(19)

MQi =
Qi·Vin

ni

ωri

(20)

M fi
= σi·S

γ
ni ·Rri

· cos γi· ln µi (21)
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Mmi = 2· fi·σi·Rri
2·bi ×

 α0i∫
γi

(
1−

Sγ
ni · cos γi

Sα
ni
· cos αi

)
·dαi +

γi∫
0

(
Sγ

ni · cos γi

Sα
ni
· cos αi

− 1

)
·dαi

 (22)

Here, the area in an arbitrary section, including the neutral section, is found from
Expression (11), without taking into account the spreading effect:

Sα
ni
= Sout

ni
+ 2·Rri

·bi·(1− cos αi) (23)

Sγ
ni = Sout

ni
+ 2·Rri

·bi·(1− cos γi) (24)

where Sin
ni

and Sout
ni

are the cross-sectional areas of the strip at the entry and exit of the ith
deformation zone.

The angle of the neutral section can be determined from the dependence (9):

γi =
α0i

2
− Mri

4· fi·σi·Rri
2·bi

(25)

The metal speed at the exit from the stand is determined by the angular speed of
rotation of the rolls and depends on the value of the critical angle

Vout
ni

= ωri ·Rri +
2·ωri ·R2

ri
·bi

Sout
ni

·(1− cos γi) (26)

The speed of the metal at the entrance to the stand

Vin
ni

=
Vout

ni

µi
(27)

Changes in the section of the processed metal and its deformation resistance are
determined by the expressions

Sout
ni

=
Sin

ni

µi
(28)

σi = σi−1· 4
√

µi (29)

σavei =
σi−1 + σi

2
(30)

Figure 6 shows a diagram of the mathematical model of the deformation zone com-
piled according to Equations (18)–(30). Functional converters FC1–FC3 implement the
dependences (22), (21) and (25), respectively. The presented digital model most accurately
determines the relationship between the input and output coordinates of the structure
shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Mathematical Description of Idle Stand Deformation Zone

The energy conservation law for the idle stand has the form

Mr2 = MQ2 −MT2 + M f2 + Mm2 = −Mnl2 (31)

where Mnl2 is the idle moment required to overcome the rolling frictional forces in bearings.
The system of equations describing the idle stand deformation zone (provided that

MT2 −MQ2 ≥ M f2 + Mm2 + Mnl2 ) is composed of Expressions (31), (19)–(22) and (25)–(30)
and has the form
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MQ2 = MT2 −M f2 −Mm2 −Mnl2 , MT2 =
T2·Vout

n2
ωr2

, M f2 = σ2·Sγ
n2 ·Rr2

· cos γ2· ln µ2,

Mm2 = 2· f2·σ2·Rr2
2·b2 ×

[
α02∫
γ2

(
1− Sγ

n2 · cos γ2
Sα

n2 · cos α2

)
·dα2 +

γ2∫
0

(
Sγ

n2 · cos γ2
Sα

n2 · cos α2
− 1
)
·dα2

]
,

γ2 =
α02
2 +

Mnl2
4· f2·σ2·Rr2

2·b2
, Q2 =

MQ2·ωr2
Vin

ni
, Sout

n2
=

Sin
n2

µ2
, σ2 = σ1· 4

√
µi, σr2 = σ1+σ2

2 ,

Vout
n2

= Vin
n2
·µ2, ωr2 =

Vout
n2

Rr2+
2·R2

r2
·b2

Sout
n2

·(1−cos γ2)


(32)

If this inequation is not fulfilled, the applied forces are insufficient and the speed of
the metal at the entry and exit from the rolls (and the speed of the rolls themselves) is equal
to zero.
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The diagram of the mathematical model of the idle stand deformation zone is shown
in Figure 7. Functional converters FC1–FC3 implement the dependencies (22), (21) and (25);
their block diagrams are shown in Figure 6b–d, respectively.
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3.4. Digital Model of the Inter-Stand Space

The processed metal experiences tensile force (or back pressure) in the sections be-
tween the deformation zones (Figure 8), due to the discrepancy between the instantaneous
values of the velocities of the exit from the previous stand and the entry into the next stand.
Under the impact of these forces, the metal feed is elastically deformed: under tensile force,
it becomes longer and thinner, while, under back pressure, it becomes shorter and broader.
In this case, the magnitude of the forces can be described by integral equations:

Ti =
E·Sout

ni

LTi

·
t∫

0

(
Vin

n(i+1)
−Vout

ni

)
·dt− Tini (33)

Qi =
E·Sin

ni

LQi

·
t∫

0

(
Vin

ni
−Vout

n(i−1)

)
·dt−Qini (34)
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After simple transformations, they take the form

p·Ti(p) =
E·Sout

ni

LTi

·
(

Vin
n(i+1)

−Vout
ni

)
(35)

p·Qi(p) =
E·Sin

ni

LQi

·
(

Vin
ni
−Vout

n(i−1)

)
(36)

According to these expressions,

Ti = Q(i+1) (37)

When rolling with tensile force, Ti = Q(i+1)

〉
0, and, with back pressure, Ti = Q(i+1)〈0 .

Figure 9 shows the block diagram of the dynamic mathematical model of the inter-
stand space of the rolling block. The diagram is based on Equations (35) and (36). Thus,
the DT of the inter-stand space determines the relationship between the three input and
two output coordinates shown in the diagram.
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According to Figure 3, the mathematical model of the inter-stand space in front of the
idle stand must have three input coordinates: the speed and value of the cross-sectional
area of the strip at the exit from Stand 1; the tensile force in the feed between Stand 1
and idle stand; and one output coordinate, namely the strip speed at the entry to the idle
stand. The elastic deformation of the metal in the inter-stand space is described by the
integral equation

T1 = Q2 =
E·Sout

n1

LT1

·
t∫

0

(
Vin

n2
−Vout

n1

)
·dt− Tini (38)
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from which, after differentiation, we obtain

Vin
n2

= T1(p)·
LT1 ·p
E·Sout

n1

+ Vin
n1

= Q2(p)·
LQ2 ·p
E·Sin

n2

+ Vout
n1

(39)

Figure 10 shows a block diagram of the inter-stand space in front of the idle stand.
To exclude the differentiating link (Figure 10a), this diagram is transformed to the form
shown in Figure 10b.
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3.5. Purpose of the Developed Digital Models

In accordance with the actual tasks, the following areas of application of the developed
DT were validated.

1. Development of an integrated model of multi-connected mechatronic systems of a
rolling mill. The purpose of the model is to study the interaction of such systems
through metal.

2. Study of the impact of external factors on the metal forming in the deformation zone.
3. Analysis of load modes of electric drives during adoption of new assortments and

profiles of rolled products and calculation of the strength characteristics of mechanical
equipment.

4. Study of dynamic loads and transient processes of electromechanical systems under
disturbances arising during rolling and optimization of dynamic modes.

5. Development of new control algorithms in digital control systems of various levels.

Obviously, the solution of these challenges falls outside of the scope of a single
publication. Below, we consider the application of models in the design of a control system
for electric drives of a rolling block with an idle stand.

4. Development of a Method for Controlling Electric Drives of a Rolling Block

Experience of designing and operating the rolling mills shows that the technological
process of rolling is carried out with an underutilization of the equipment potential regard-
ing supplying the energy to the deformation zone. The reason for this is a large number of
technological limitations and, as a consequence, large values of critical angles. A detailed
description of this issue is given in [48,49].

4.1. Using the Frictional Force Reserve during Rolling

Both Russian and foreign scientists have repeatedly made attempts to intensify the
process of metal deformation, including through the use of the so-called reserve of pulling
friction forces in the deformation zone. However, during these attempts, there were
difficulties associated with ensuring the process stability when rolling with large drafting
or with dimensional stability along the length of the strip when rolling with high tensile
force [50]. These factors meant that such technologies were not applied in practice.

Below is an analysis of energy efficiency during the rolling process with the idle stand
in the production line.
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In the absence of tension or back pressure, the efficiency factor for the steady rolling
mode is determined by the ratio of the forming work to full work on the roll barrel

η =
A f

Ar
≈

A f

A f + Am
=

1
1 + Am

A f

(40)

For a comparative assessment of the use of the reserve of friction forces, this coefficient
is taken as the base (ηb).

Change in the process efficiency during varied load of the deformation zone of the
idle rolls, as determined by the ratio µir/µ∑ = 1/µdr, is found from the dependence

η

ηb
=

A f

A fb

·
Arb

Ar
≈

Arb

Ar
=

Nrb

Nr
=

N fb
+ Nmb

N f + Nm
(41)

This expression was obtained under the condition that rolling in the “drive stand–idle
stand” system is carried out at a constant total draw-down ratio of the processed metal
(µ∑ = const) and a constant speed at the exit from the deformation zone. Joint solution
of Equation (41) with Equations (9), (13) and (17) provides the curves shown in Figure 11.
These explain the proposed principle of controlling electric drives of the rolling block using
friction forces in deformation zones.
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An electric drive with control of the critical angle values which implements this
principle is discussed below.

4.2. Regulation Principle and Electric Drive Control System

Efficient use of electric drives of the rolling section stands requires highly developed
system of indirect control and alignment of critical angles in deformation zones. Such
control ensures the implementation of the principle of using the reserves of friction force in
the deformation zones. The functional layout of the system is shown in Figure 12 [51].

Electric drives of Stand 1 and Stand 3 are made on the basis of asynchronous motors
with squirrel-cage rotors M1 and M3, which receive power from frequency converters (FC).
Electric drive control systems are built on the principle of the coordinate axis orientation
in the direction of the resulting vector of the rotor flux linkage [52]. The vector control
system uses proportional-integral (PI) rotation speed controllers. Their use is justified,
as the processes in continuous lines are relatively “slow”. Therefore, disturbance effects
have no impact on the stability of speed control systems. Scalar control systems with
proportional (P) controllers can be used in other technological lines, where shock load is
applied during the roll bite. In this case, additional research is required, since such systems
have a known disadvantage, a static speed control error. This will lead to the need for its
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elimination by the automatic tension control system and, accordingly, to a decrease in the
tension control accuracy. Therefore, this method of speed control is not recommended for
the studied electric drives.
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The structure includes a counter-tension control system (CTCS), a speed control
system or a tension control system (TCS). According to the definition, counter-tension is a
longitudinal force applied to the metal entering the deformation zone, directed opposite to
its motion [53]. When rolling in the section under study, this force is caused by the back
pressure that occurs in the second inter-stand space due to the difference in the speeds of
adjacent stands.

An additional control loop for adjusting the critical angle included into the unit for
calculating the speed and assigned tension is not shown. Its functional layout is discussed
below. It either controls the critical angle in Stand 1 by preventing its reduction below
a predetermined value or ensures the alignment of critical angles in the deformation
zones of the drive stands. If the reserve of friction forces is completely exhausted when
compensating for the disturbance effects in one of the drive stands, then the value of the
critical angle will approach zero. This would automatically correct the assigned speed for
Stand 1. As a result, the tension in the second and back pressure in the first inter-stand
spaces will change. The energy input into the idle zone from the side of the stand that has
exhausted the reserve of friction forces will not increase any further. The increase in energy
will occur thanks to the stand with a larger critical angle.

The controlling principle that ensures the alignment of critical angles is explained
as follows. According to the law of energy conservation, written in the form of a power
balance (1), any disturbance effect leads to a change in the conditions of deformation. This
causes a change in dependencies between the powers of forming, elastic deformation,
friction and other parameters. Moreover, as noted above, the energy balance is regulated
by the critical angle separating the backward and forward slip zones in the deformation
zone (see Figure 4). The greater is the value of the critical angle, the longer is the forward
slip zone and the higher is the speed of the metal at the exit from the stand (provided
that the rotation speed of the rolls is constant). Hence, it follows that the critical angles
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can be controlled indirectly. For this, only control of the rotation speed of the rolls, that is,
the actuating units, is required.

This is explained mathematically as follows. The speeds of the metal at the stand’s
entry and exit are determined by the dependencies

Vout
ni

= Vri + Vri ·
2·Rri

hout
ni

·(1− cos γi) (42)

Vin
ni

=
Vri

µi
+ Vri ·

2·Rri
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ni
·µi
·(1− cos γi) (43)

In this case, critical angles are calculated by the expressions
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It follows from the above that the node for calculating the assigned speed must be
implemented in accordance with the system of equations:
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Figure 13 shows a diagram of a functional block that implements these dependencies.
The use of the integral critical angle controller (CAC) is substantiated.
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This block is included in the node for calculating the assigned speed, as shown in the
diagram in Figure 12. It is implemented as a control algorithm in the automated control
system of the technological process of the rolling–drawing unit.

5. Result

Based on the structure shown in Figure 3 of the developed models of deformation
zones, inter-stand spaces (Figures 6 and 7) and functional layouts of the developed electric
drive (Figures 12 and 13), the authors designed a complex mathematical model of intercon-
nected electromechanical systems of a rolling section with an idle stand. It is implemented
in the Matlab’s Simulink environment. The model proposes a new algorithm for controlling
electric drives. When developing the model, the authors used the characteristics of the
experimental integrated rolling–drawing mill shown in Figures 1 and 2. The parameters of
the rolling section are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Constructive and technological parameters of the rolling section of the integrated rolling–drawing mill.

Parameter Designation Measurement
Unit

Rolling Stand

1 2 3

Draw-down ratio µ - 1.44 1.44 1.44

Friction coefficient f - 0.3 0.3 0.3

Entering angle α0 deg. 14.21 14.21 11.83

Roll radius Rr m.: 0.05 0.05 0.05

Proportional limit σ N/m2 4.02 × 108 4.32 × 108 4.71 × 108

Modulus of direct elasticity
(Young’s modulus) E N/m2 2 × 1011 2 × 1011 2 × 1011

Workpiece section Sout
n1

m2 100 × 106 - -

Workpiece deformation resistance σ0 N/m2 1.0 × 109 - -

Rolled length in the inter-stand space LQi , LTi m 0.15 0.5 -

Gear ratio of stand’s gearbox jgi - 0.964 - 0.465

The work shows runtime assessment of a rolling cycle during implementation of the
developed method. Selected results of modeling and experimental studies are presented below.

5.1. Results of Mathematical Modeling

To illustrate the proposed control method, Figure 14a shows the transient processes
of the main controlled coordinates when the block accelerates to the steady rolling speed.
The time dependencies ωm3 of the angular speed of the Stand 3 drive, the tensile force T2
and the back pressure Q2 in the second interval and the critical angles γ1 and γ3 in the
deformation zones of Stand 1 and Stand 3 are shown. Figure 14b shows similar processes
in the mode of tension change during rolling, over the same interval.

Figure 14a shows supplying the signal for assigned acceleration at the time t1 = 1 s.
Within the interval t1 − t2 = 3 s, the mill is accelerated to operating speed. The initial rolling
conditions are taken at the angular drive speed of 0.5 s−1 and steady-state values of tension
and back pressure equal 15.9 and 16.5 kN, respectively.

The maximum tensile deviation ∆T2 does not exceed 2% of the steady-state value.
Analysis of similar time dependences obtained under different initial conditions showed
that the absence of control of critical angles in the acceleration mode leads to significant
deviations of inter-stand tensions and back pressure. Thus, the tensile deviation in the
known direct tension control system exceeds 12% [27]. In the developed system, similar
values do not exceed 5%. The higher accuracy of tension control is explained by the fact
that the critical angle control loop continuously corrects the speed setting of the stand.
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Figure 14b depicts the changed assignment for the difference in critical angles (from 0
to 0.6 degrees) at the moment of time t1 = 1 s, at the input of the speed control system of
Stand 3. This leads to 5 kN increase in tension, and the transient time is about 1 s. This
speed of the system is sufficient to work out transients caused by changes in tension during
rolling, without excessive corrections and fluctuations.

The modeling results confirm the efficiency of the proposed control algorithm for
electric drives of the rolling section. In the steady state, the rolling speed control error does
not exceed 0.2 m/s, which meets the technological requirements. The tension control error
in all modes per rolling cycle (acceleration, deceleration and seam rolling) is also less than
the allowable error (as a rule, ±5%).

5.2. Results of Experimental Studies

Figure 15 depicts the oscillograms of the coordinates of electric drives obtained at the
industrial installation shown in Figure 2. The installation implements the new algorithm for
controlling electric drives using the reserve of friction forces in the deformation zones (see
Figure 12). The authors analyzed modes similar to those shown in Figure 14: acceleration
of electric drives (Figure 15a) and disturbance attack in the form of the difference in critical
angles of deformation zones (Figure 15b). The oscillograms show the coordinates: ωm1 and
ωm3 are angular velocities of the first and third drives; ωv2 is the speed of the rolls of the
idle stand; and Im1 and Im3 are drive currents.
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Notably, the presented oscillograms are completely identical with the results of math-
ematical modeling discussed above. This confirms the correspondence of the experimental
data to the calculated results, also prompting a conclusion about the adequacy of the
developed digital model to the object under study.

In general, the conducted runtime assessment of electric drives of the rolling block
confirms the operability of the proposed control systems, the reliability of theoretical
conclusions and the correctness of the choice of principles for constructing the control
systems. The considered principle of controlling the electric drives, as well as the proposed
transfer functions of the regulators, ensures the control of the rolling speed with <2% maxi-
mum error and tension control with <5% error. Consequently, the specified technological
requirements are met in all operating modes.

6. Discussion of the Results

The presented publication provides the results of developing a digital model and
studying a rolling block with an idle inter-stand. Concurrently, the authors develop
mathematical models of the drawing section of the integrated rolling–drawing unit. These
include models of the deformation zone during drawing, models for the inter-drum space
interdependence and decoiler and coiler models. However, since this work is devoted
to the study of electromechanical systems of the rolling section, these models are not
considered. The model of the deformation zone during drawing is based on the energy
conservation equation similar to (1). Therefore, its structure follows the patterns presented
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in Figures 6 and 7. The model of the inter-drum space of the drawing section is based on
the integral equations of the drawing and tension forces shown in Expressions (33) and (34).
Similar expressions are used for models of change in power parameters for the intervals
“decoiler–stand” and “drawing drum–coiler” (see Figure 1).

Obviously, it is impossible to consider all the models of the unit under study within
the framework of one publication. Models of drawing mills can be assessed in [41,54] and
models of coiling–decoiling devices are presented in [55,56].

The developed digital models of the rolling stand deformation zone and the model of
the interconnection of the stands through the metal are recommended for use in researching
processes in multivariable systems of continuous train of sheet-rolling and section mills.
Currently, these were used to develop a mathematical model of a three-stand continuous
train of a wide-strip hot-rolling mill. [24]. It is applied in the research of the developed
systems for limiting the dynamic loads [57–59] and systems for automatic control of
zero tension [60,61]. The results are presented in [62,63]. In addition, the considered
principle of modeling the interconnection of stands is used in the study of processes in the
electromechanical systems of the stands of a wire mill with multi-roll grooves [64,65].

Along with the application on wire mills, the obtained results are recommended for
practical implementation in three-stand continuous trains of wide-strip hot-rolling mills.
These include the mills “2000” of the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, PJSC Severstal
(Cherepovets, Russia), “2286” (France), “2250” (Japan), “2300” (Germany) and others.
Relevant information is presented in [66–68].

In all cases, the overall goals are:

1. Improve the quality of rolled products by increasing the accuracy of control of pro-
cess conditions.

2. Reduce energy consumption by optimizing load modes and redistributing loads
between the stands.

3. Increase equipment durability by optimizing rolling forces and reducing dynamic loads.

7. Conclusions

1. Functional dependencies of technological variables of a continuous rolling section
with an idle inter-stand of an integrated rolling–drawing mill are determined. These
include rolling forces, drive torques, drive or roll speeds and inter-stand tensions.
The assumptions made during the development of models of deformation zones and
inter-stand spaces are substantiated.

2. Digital models of deformation zones of stands and inter-stand spaces of a three-stand
train are developed, with due consideration of the relationship between the driven
and idle stands through the metal. They provide ground for analyzing the processes
in the deformation and tension zones when changing the process conditions of rolling
and the mechanical properties of the processed metal.

3. On the basis of local digital models, a block diagram of a rolling section model with an
idle inter-stand is developed. The development takes into account the relative elastic
elongation of the wire in the inter-stand spaces and the conditions for its deformation
in the driven and idle stands.

4. A complex mathematical model is developed, providing for analysis of the steady-
state and dynamic rolling modes by methods of structural modeling. The model
is implemented in the form of software modules in the Simulink programming
environment as part of the Matlab 7.0 suite.

5. The control principle for electric drives of a three-stand rolling section with control of
critical angles in the deformation zones of the drive stands is substantiated. The im-
plementation of the method provides for the use of the energy of frictional forces for
controlled rolling of the feed metal in an idle stand.

6. As a result of mathematical modeling and experimental studies, it was found that
the absence of the critical angle control in the acceleration mode leads to deviations
of the inter-stand tension, up to 12%. Implementation of the developed control
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method results in fall of the maximum tensile deviations even below the permissible
level of ±5%. This is achieved due to the rapid response time of the critical angle
control system, which ensures the equalization of the speeds of the electric drives in
successive stands. As a result, the precision of tension regulation in the inter-stand
spaces is increased. The research results confirm a 2.5-fold decrease in regulation
error, from 12% to 5%.

7. The conducted runtime assessment of electric drives of the rolling section confirmed
the adequacy of the developed model to the physical object. The legitimacy of the
theoretical premises and assumptions used in the development of a control system
for electric drives was confirmed indirectly.

8. The developed digital models are recommended for use in research of dynamic modes
and power interconnection of electromechanical systems of continuous sheet and
section rolling mills. The proposed method for controlling electric drives can be used
in the development of control algorithms that limit the power connection of the stands
through the metal.
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